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The past brushes against you, on its way to a rendezvous with that other most treacherous of 

entities: memory. The frailty of the old buildings appears to mirror the hesitancy in my heart; 

the fragility of the relationships being formed over clandestine cups of coffee, even more so. 

This city’s yet to arise in flames of desire and divinity, so for now it chooses to exist within 

the fraught filigree of remembrances and deliverance, played out to the haunting notes of 

arrive, depart, arise, perchance, even as morning’s cerise crush of prose and promiscuity 

drips away towards the promise of an early dusk. 

 

Have I walked these streets before? But Delhi, in all its madness and in all its magnificence, 

has been home for only the past seven months or so. Remnants of a past life perhaps? That 

would certainly lend credence to the vision of the nizam and his courtesans, being carried 

along on curious wisps of sheesha smoke. Every illusion comes rooted in its own story, in its 

own misguided path towards a thrilling reality. But throwing yourself down those paths, well 

that’s an entirely different fallacy. And within this riot of cacophony and Sufi, within this 

blinding performance of sacred and beautifully decrepit, lies this here square piece of earth, 

this throbbing reservoir of young hearts, this silent ode to a sacrosanct past… this inebriated 

lullaby to debauchery's fatal charms.      

 

Plush little boutiques nestled softly in poignantly dilapidated houses; pretty chanteuses 

skipping away from one café-with-a-ragged-signboard to the next; the hushed whispers of 

newfound love, tempered by the still silence of love long gone awry; the all-too-fairytale-like 

filters of a misty winter morning, threatening to dissolve into the stark, shrill sensation of a 

cold New Delhi night… so on, so forth, so long. And to every little drama, the soft strains of 



a forgotten record being played somewhere, Bollywood perhaps, yes, old songs frozen in 

time, being brought back to life at a basement vinyl store where handsome film stars from 

the ’50s and the ’60s stand as silent spectators to their lost ocean of stories. 

 

My cup of chai is a poisoned chalice. It has drugged me into a cocoon of forgetfulness. 

Yesterday/today, outside/within, native/nomad: the thin line is but a dream. And nothing’s 

as it seems, beyond the tombs, beyond the lake, beyond the forest of screaming trees, 

beyond this city, for heaven’s sake. Delhi, you are desire; you are that childhood urge to step 

into crystal waters trusting only the sparkle; you are the first stroke of young love, when clear 

blue skies end up becoming the soundtrack to your dreams for the rest of your life; you are 

the violent whisper of an artist’s brush with red, deep unconquerable red; in you, a whisper, 

in you, a sonnet, in you, life, in you, forever.  

 

The past caresses me with a nonchalant whisper. It asks me to let go. I sense a chance.  

I let go. 
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COMMA 

 

Burnt photographs. Burning memoirs. Scattered fragments. Scattering endings. 

Stay, we’ll blaze through in smoke and coke, or break away, since there’s nothing left 

Nothing left to frame in wisps of her, nothing left to distill through drops of dark 

 

Sands fly violently across these shores, they scorch this body with cold-blooded glee 

Don’t they understand the frailty of the moment, that tonight, ravage and rust breed burns 

Painting a canvas dripping in red and blue onto the maiden fluttering by the sea 

 

The world's chasing its dreams with vengeance, swirling within a universal course of auroras 

And soon-to-be-unfaithful morning stars, dappled, dipped in the ink of fruit most bitter 

The sky wears a different shade of black though, its flapping veil a newborn harbinger 

 

This darkness has finality on its mind, I hail the nearest cab and jump right in 

They start flying by like Polaroid showers – skyscrapers, shadowchasers, illicit infiltrators 

Cosmopolis non-stop. Next stop nowhere. Steel, glass and shimmer arising as one crescendo 

 

The city could be lying dormant, then, hush, all of it comes flooding in, all at once 

Traffic lights. Star brights. Disco-dancing kiss-me-skies. All chambermaids for a tragic starlet 

Each a mystic prostitute for nights destined to commence with no real beginning 

 

Full stop. The cab rolls on. These streets have a wealth of romance and mystery to them 

It's in the hookah smoke that belly-dances its way through the open air, lush, lost, lavender 

It’s in those fixed lyrics of Beach Road, sung softly to many a questioning heart 

 



 

It’s in the full moon fever that descends with deific defiance, wedded to wanton desert skies 

Unconnected. Unannounced. Unsolicited. Undeterred. Which isn’t to say, unexpected 

Bodies blossom rabid beneath the cosmic collage of rush, crushed, and yet the cab rolls on 

 

The Mirage Express. 350 miles an hour to oblivion. One last ride for dishevelled souls 

Hanging on to the last vestiges of their ragged glories, solitary wayward caustic stories 

The old city bred this long road that bred these soaring skies that bred me, no more 

 

Billboards speak in calories, sugaring the dullest of messages with the most garish of colours  

Vanity screams at you from billows, determined to trap you and keep you under its spell 

The seven deadly sins are laid out on a roulette table, a celestial game of chance and compel 

 

Hotels rise, revelling in the rise and shine rhythm of their corporately corrupted reflections 

Lovers dissolve into illusorily happy unions, nursing silent crushes for the one that got away 

Love itself whispers softly, afraid to let an honest word slip through, and yet the cab rolls on 

 

Aliens filter onto the streets, lazy percussion filters through the air of rage and rose 

Curious tendrils of breeze dance along their merry way, strangers find a way to hold on 

Sudden bursts of punctuation interject random conversation, and yet the cab rolls on 

 

Ether cries out for absinthe, the blues cry out for some jazz, the dry streets cry out for rain 

Amidst three million anonymous voices, one cries out for one particular name 

All of which lends itself to a thrashed out film script, or bad poetry at the very least 

 

And yet the cab rolls on 

 



*************************** 

NAMASTE / GOODBYE  

 

I've landed in Kathmandu. The air is redolent with the anticipation of Diwali, the Hindu 

Festival of Lights - a riotous mélange of flavour, tradition and explosion. The soundtrack to 

my arrival is a schizophrenic cocktail of Bollywood sounds that rattle some of the despairing 

windows in a majority of the old homes, together with the mild intermittent strains of Pink 

Floyd, the Rolling Stones, Bruce Springsteen and Led Zeppelin that come filtering in 

through an endless parade of rooftop bars and blink-and-you’ll-miss-them dives. Colours 

pierce the sky, as good vanquishes evil in a night-long street party. A song on the lips and the 

fragrance of incense has me in its grip. Through the dirt, the dust, the traps, the conmen, and 

all this counterfeit holiness, there's a sliver of solace around every corner. Children scream in 

delight for the festivities at hand, and I’m swept along in the childlike abandon. There was an 

agenda somewhere, a wishlist of sorts, course, direction, what have you. It lies buried deep 

within my bag, scribbled out in a Pollock-esque display of mutiny, replaced by an absurdly 

happy smile drawn from the rabid dyes of reds and greens that have turned this road into a 

magical mystery tour of legend and mythology. Who’s to say where the wind will take you… 

~ as the song goes. Onward and upward, I reply, towards the hills deferent to a Himalayan 

gaze, towards the end of the world and a collision of human hearts, towards the immense 

contradiction of life itself, in this eternal cycle of cosmic happenstance, life that refuses to 

believe. And yet, so faithfully, believes.  

 

*************************** 

 

 

 

 



 

THINKING, WISHFUL 

 

Tokyo-a-go-go. 

 

Thick flood of neon bliss, blooms bled across the sky 

A disco riot of sirens, techno tripods rise, rise, rise 

Zen confessions stir, old walls are shaky confidantes 

Streams of illicit harmony; alas, this time I can’t 

 

 I want to tap into the manic blaze of crime you’d written to me about. “Tokyo has this 

strange underlying sexuality,” you’d whispered, “an anonymous perversion that flies in the 

face of such a sacred, gentle heritage.” And then you’d finished off your treatise with: “I 

think I’ll go back for more.” Of course you will, enchantress of elegy, and I’ll expect nothing 

but a torrent of letters once you do. Together with some photographs of course, snapped in 

your trademark maze-in-a-haze blur. Speaking of which, every photograph worth its salt, 

every stolen sentence worth its brevity, deserves an altered Haiku at the end. It deserves the 

appropriate number of syllables. It deserves three lines, no less. But out on a porch where 

longing pines seem to be the direction of the day, maybe succinctness will have an even 

greater say ~ Spring and everything that comes with it / Patience, too soon. ~ 

 

Wild scars scream, you arise from neon dreams 

Gardens robed in dew, wisdom buried beneath 

Geishas of Gion, beneath moonshine’s silver crush 

An eternal aftertaste; rose and skin and musk 

  

*************************** 



 


